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Volume 2 of Award-Winning Cat Rescue Anthology Series Published March 2017
LOS ANGELES —March 14, 2017—How does a publisher follow up a successful, awardwinning anthology of cat rescue stories? By publishing a second volume, of course! Welcome to
Rescued Volume 2: The Healing Stories of 12 Cats, Through Their Eyes.
Each volume contain a dozen stories, written in the cats’ own voices. While Rescued: The
Stories of 12 Cats, Through Their Eyes offered up a dozen different cat rescue stories, Rescued
Volume 2 more specifically focuses on healing. You’ll find stories about damaged bodies and
souls finding a home and family: A beautiful ragdoll cat that has lost his ability to trust; an angry
feral from the New York City streets who is adopted by a woman who is facing her own
recovery; a crazy, cross-eyed kitten who teaches that healing is laughter. These, and nine other
stories will touch you, make you smile, and maybe even heal some sadness in your own heart.
Rescued Volume 2 has already won praise from noted cat writers and advocates. Gwen Cooper,
NYT best-selling author of Homer’s Odyssey and Love Saves the Day, calls it, “An essential
volume for anyone passionate about cats and cat rescue.” Certified Animal Behavior Consultant
Steve Dale, who hosts the nationally syndicated Steve Dale’s Pet World, says, “These tales
demonstrate just how resilient cats can be, able to bounce back because love can conquer all.”
As with the first volume of Rescued, a full third of the first year’s net profits go to animal rescue
groups named by the authors themselves. Rescued 1 earned nearly $1500 for shelters and rescues
in its first year, and continues to earn money to help cats. With a broader release and more
aggressive marketing campaign, Rescued Volume 2 may just outdo that.
Rescued Volume 2 is available worldwide in March 2017. Many of the authors are available for
interviews (in either the cat’s or author’s own voice), as is editor Janiss Garza.
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